Introduction. From results of Leigh ton and Scott
, there is a unique one-to-one correspondence between formal power series w~1+^,ñ-2 cnw~n and C-fractions A similar problem for a class of analytic functions with certain J-fraction expansions is also considered. In §3 conditions on the parameters which imply that each function in KF is starlike with respect to the origin in |w| >1 are given. These results extend those of Thale [7] , Perron [6] , Merkes and Scott [5] which, in our terminology, treat the class KF where F is given by (1.1) with an = a^0, 82n-i = 8, 82n = 1, 8 a nonnegative integer, n = 1, 2, • • • .
2. Univalence. Let F(w) be a fixed C-fraction (1.1) and let KF be the associated class of formal power series. This statement includes Thale's results on /-fractions [7] . Indeed, if \bn\ ^M/3, n=l, 2, ■ • ■ , then a domain of univalence of (2.8) is \w\ >(3y/(2)N+2M)/6. Moreover, if Im bn^O, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , which is the case whenever (2.8) is positive definite, then Im w>\/(2)N/2 is a domain of univalence of the Jfraction. Each of these results is sharp. For, by a suitable choice of the real number a, the function 3(w -a)-V((w -a)2 + 4N2/9) 1 N2/9 N2/9 N2/9 T-h w -a -w -a + w -a w -a whose derivative vanishes at w = a + -\/(2)Ni/2, is not univalent in a given open region which properly contains one of these domains of univalence.
[April 3. Starlikeness. As a simple consequence of (2.7) we have the following sufficient condition for each power series in KF to represent a starlike function.
Theorem 3.1. Each fiw) EKF is analytic, univalent, and starlike with respect to the origin in \w\ >lif { |a,-| }jli is a chain sequence with parameters g¡, 0<g¡^l, and
where A is defined in (2.1).
Proof. Let fiw)EKF correspond to the C-fraction (1.2). From (2.7), we obtain wf'iw) + wfiw) fiw) á | wfiw) I A.
This implies He {wfiw)/fiw)} ^0 for \w\ >1, which is sufficient for starlikeness with respect to the origin, provided In conjunction with (3.1) this establishes the theorem.
In general, it is conjectured that, for any C-fraction (1.1) such that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 hold, each fiw)EKF is analytic, univalent, and starlike with respect to the origin in | w\ > 1. Let, in particular, Fiw) be the C-fraction (1.1) with ö" = g0(l-go), l/2^go<l, 52n-i = 0, S2" = l, » = 1, 2, • • • . By Theorem 3.1, each fiw)EKF is starlike with respect to the origin if g0>.60. This is an improvement over the previously obtained [5] lower estimate of (3 -V(3))/2. Recently, F. V. Atkinson [l] has verified a conjecture of the authors that the radius of starlikeness is the radius of univalence in this case and in the slightly more general situation treated in [5] .
An argument similar to that of Theorem 3.1 gives the following result on starlikeness of /-fractions. A similar result for the case bi¿¿0 can be deduced but because of its complexity is omitted. This result slightly improves those in [4] and lends credence to the conjecture that the radius of starlikeness is the same as the radius of univalence for bounded /-fractions.
